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1 Overview
tIDE is a full featured opensource Java integrated development environment (IDE), distributed under the 
GNU General Public License (GPL).

More precisely: tIDE is a small, powerful, quick, efficient, easy and open framework to create 100% 
Java applications. 

tIDE is powerful, it uses extensively the standard JDK tools. It recognizes the new Java third edition 
language features with the integrated javaCC parser, the ASM bytecode library and an own code analysis 
named Tint. The brand new Java6 JDK profiler and analysis tools are integrated in tIDE, bringing some 
very great debug possibilities. 
tIDE is quick, it requires only few seconds to be ready to start type code. The develop/compile/run cycles 
are also quick due to the realtime dependencies detection allowing to recompile only the minimum 
number of source files. 
tIDE is efficient. It runs fast, even on older computers, for example even on a 800MHz 12 Inches 
subnotebook laptop with 384MB RAM, it can run greater projects. tIDE is not only free of charge, it lets 
you save money: you can continue developing on your old computer, even with Java6 under Windows 
2000, XP or some Linux OS. That's a good idea: your applications will surely benefit from clever usages 
of limited resources. In addition, you'll spare some CO2. 
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tIDE is easy to use. Design choices have been deliberately made to make tide performing the various 
operations at the most logic place, guided by years of professional Java development. There are no 
overcomplicated configuration dialogs, no options tree, no config files, no obscure environment variables, 
and not even an installer ! So, using tIDE requires only knowledges about the Java Language. 
tIDE is small. The whole application is about 1MB, a single JNLP click and the current version is 
installed on your computer, Windows, Linux or Mac. Optimized with ProGuard and packed with 
pack200, it takes only about 300kB ! 
tIDE is open. Distributed with its source, it easily allows the integration of new external tools. 
Optionally, it uses if installed the external tools PMD, FindBugs, lint4J, JLint, AStyle, CheckStyle, JAD, 
GSD and ProGuard as well as the Java5+ warnings (Xlint) to help you produce better code and debug 
existing code. The analysis tools can be called on selected files or branches of your project. These tools 
outputs are collected in the sortable and browsable messages tab and are also displayed directly at the 
corresponding source line in the editor margin. 

The tIDE editor has syntax highlighting, auto indenting, configurable auto replacements, regex searches, 
bookmarks, undo, bracket matching, quick highlighting and counting of occurrences (Ctrl+K)... 
Code completion is also built-in, offering fields, methods, constructors, standard annotations, imports 
and JavaDoc tags completion along with their associated JavaDoc help text. Automatic code generation 
for iterators, variable assignment, getters/setters are also offered. 
tIDE has a lot of features making development more easy. The jar creation tool can pack, sign and publish 
the result on an FTP site directly in a single click. The optional external tool ProGuard is supported to 
shrink and/or optimize and/or obfuscate the application jar file. 
The project JavaDoc can also be easily generated and if so, is directly used in the completion dialogs as 
you type code. 
The JDK internal profiler HPROF is transparently integrated in tIDE and can be easily used to detect the 
code using the most memory or CPU. Beside the full dump and profiler running modes, one can (with 
JDK 1.6) use the analysis tools jmap and jhat transparently from the processes tab, creating on-demand 
stacktraces, class histograms and heap dumps and browse the differences with a later dump. Finding 
which objects fills the memory and which references prevents the garbage collector to liberate them is an 
easy task with tIDE. 

The execution textpane popup allow to paste, copy and browse the stack traces, jump to the source 
position, collect them in a tree overview, to see only the project trace items or count the occurrences... A 
swing debug tree parser allow also to browse the debug output generated on any focused frame with Ctrl
+Shift+F1. 

2 Installation

2.1 Normal case
tIDE doesn't require any installation ! tIDE can be ran directly from the jar or through the JNLP link

http://snowmail.sn.funpic.de/tide/tide.jnlp

Of course, a JRE 6.0 or later must be present on your system. A JDK version 6 or 5 or 1.4, 1.3, or even 
1.2.2 at least should be installed to be able to develop (compile) Java applications.

It is recommended to use at least the JDK6.0 from SUN 
(http://java.sun.com). The new JDK 6 tools are almost all 
supported in tIDE and offers great debug and control 
possibilities.

Once installed as jar file, tIDE can update itself, from the menu 
help / look for a new tIDE version, only the ultra compressed 
pack200 jar, less than 300kB is transferred, magically reinflating 
to the original 1MB jar file perfectly (with signatures)! 

Illustration 1: The tIDE startup choices

http://java.sun.com/
http://snowmail.sn.funpic.de/tide/tide.jnlp
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3 Basic usage

3.1 Starting / creating a new project
The tIDE startup let you type directly some letters of the name of any already defined project and 
immediately offers the matching projects to allow opening them. 

To create a new project from scratch, click “create a new project”. If you already defined the project in 
NetBeans, Eclipse or Schmortopf IDE, you can click “import” to import the project settings.

tIDE will create a .tide folder as sibling of the source folder where all tIDE settings will be stored.

The essential parameters to enter for a project are the name, the sources home and the JDK to use. The 
project name should be some short name, and will be used as default for the published jar name. The 
sources home should end with “src” or “sources”, this is not mandatory but really a good idea to organize 
the project files. So the generated javadoc will be placed in a doc folder, sibling of the src folder, the 
settings are in the “.tide” folder, also sibling of “src”, ...

It makes also sense to always specify the JDK 
documentation (after having downloaded it from 
SUN and unpacked) to benefit from the JavaDoc 
documentation at completion.

The generated classes home must simply be a 
folder with read/write access. Some may specify 
some RAM disk to boost the compilation (expect 
about 20%). Since the project is naturally published 
later as a jar file, the classes can be considered as 
internal stuff and stored anywhere.

TIP:  each file field accepts dropping of operating 
system files AND offers path completion when Tab 
is pressed. Example, type c:/wi and press Tab, the folder windows, if unique, is automatically wrote. 
On several possible completions, a choice menu pops up. 

TIP: each file field has a “...” button to select the file or folder with a file chooser. The file chooser is 
augmented with a filter function and recursive 
search !

TIP:  each file field “...” button can be right-clicked 
to see a popup menu allowing to open the path or 
execute the file in the operating system. (An OS file 
explorer opens the current path).

TIP: some file fields remembers their previous 
values. For example, the JDK home offers all 
known JDK homes across all tIDE projects already 
defined. Right-click on the text field to see the 
choices. Some fields collects their previous values 
per project, as the jar destination. This is extremely 
useful when defining new or changing old projects.

The advanced settings can be left for later and can 
be changed at any time (from the project men or 
with Ctrl+Shift+P).

The main class source is the location of the entry 

Illustration 2: Essential project settings

Illustration 3: Project settings with advanced items
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point for the application execution. It can be specified at any time from the project's sources tree popup 
menu, for any executable source with a static main method.

The application arguments are passed to the main method as string array. Wrap the paths with spaces 
with “ delimiters to avoid their splitting.

The “+” button let you edit the arguments list in a text area, for convenience, with one argument per line. 
The “?” button displays the actual help for the javac compiler and Java runtime (JVM). It is very useful to 
discover the principal options of the current JDK tools. An unofficial collection of JVM options can be 
found here: http://blogs.sun.com/watt/resource/jvm-options-list.html. (Warning: 99.9% of Java 
developers will only loose their precious time with trying to tune up the 
JVM. The default settings are portable and efficient in almost cases. You 
may almost consider if the “-server” JVM option applies in your context, 
causing approximatively 30% speedup but launching slower and taking 
more memory).

3.2 The sources tree
Contains all the project's sources files. Represented as a tree according to 
the files structure on the disk, starting recursively from the sources 
directory. Directories with names starting with a dot “.” are ignored. 
(SVN, CVS, Mercurial, and other applications defines such data 
directories).

The sources are colored according their read-write state. Read-only 
source files appears as red, writable files as green. The folders are 
colorized according to their content, recursively. Mixed colors are used if 
the folder contains both red and green files. All directories are 
represented, even empty ones, but only Java source files are represented. 
Folders containing no Java files appears as white.

Edited files are represented with a small “E” in the icon. 

Files that are currently not compiled have a small red bar on the 
left.

Files that contain messages have a small blue point on their right 
(compiler warnings, tools messages, ...).

Ignored files have a red cross over them. Folder containing only 
ignored files and subfolders are also  crossed. If the folder 
(package) contains both ignored and project files, a half cross is 
painted.

Executable files have a small green triangle on their upper left.

The main project class has a small red triangle on its upper left.

From the source file popup, one can execute a class (if it has a 
static main method with a String array as arguments). One may 
also execute it with the integrated HPROF profiler, or debug or 
define it as project main class (the one executed with F10), 
compile (Shift+F9), delete, analyze with the external tools, 
search functions, ignore in the project, add a bookmark, ...

The package (=folder) popup contains functions applying recursively to the contained sources and 

Illustration 4: The sources tree

Illustration 5: source file popup

http://blogs.sun.com/watt/resource/jvm-options-list.html
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functions to create new classes / packages.

TIP: the “file system” menu within the folder popup contains the function “Open in OS explorer” that 
opens a system file explorer for the current package. This is useful for example to manage resources or 
perform SVN operations with tortoiseSVN.

TIP: the “file system” menu within folder the popup contains the function “Open in internal file explorer” 
that displays all the files (recursively) in a filterable and sortable table.

To create a new source, you can use the folder popup 
function “create a new Java source file”. The outline of 
the source is then automatically generated, for a class, 
interface, enum, annotation or the special package-info for 
the package JavaDoc. You can also create the files or 
import the files from outside, for example from a CVS. In 
this case, you must tell tIDE that there are new file and use 
the menu function “File / reload project”. The tIDE output 
tab shows you the list of the changed/added/removed files. 
Of course, a click on the name jumps to the source file in 
the tree and editor. Single branches can also be reloaded.

3.2.1 The libraries tree
Contains the libraries used by the project (external jars containing required classes) and all the jars of the 
current JDK (all the jars in the folder  /jre/lib/ recursively).

Search functions are accessible from the tree popup, for the selected nodes. Almost 100% of the code is in 
the rt.jar bundle.

Clicking on a class file will display the corresponding source, if found in src.jar or src.zip in the java 
home folder. If not found, the disassembled (decompiled) code using javap is displayed. If the external 
JAD decompiler is provided, it is used to decompile the class files into a virtual source (not always valid, 
due to JAD bugs, mostly misplaced labels, invalid goto statements and super() calls).

3.2.2 The syntax tree
Displays the syntax tree of the current edited / displayed source. Behind 
the curtain, the Java 1.5 parser generated with the javaCC tool analyzes 
the source and produces a big raw tree of the complete structure. A 
simplified syntax tree is showed, reducing the data to the classes, fields 
and methods, categorized in public, private, protected and package scope 
groups. From the options/debug menu, you can force tIDE to show the 
complete raw parser tree. If the complete tree is present, it is located as 
the first item on the top of the tree. Right clicking somewhere in the 
source will then show you the nearest raw item in tree. Of course, a click 
in a raw tree item will also highlight its position in the source. 

The items are first sorted according to their visibility modifier (public, 
package scope, protected, private) and then according to its kind 
(constructor (C), method (M), field(F)) and then alphabetically sorted. 
Static attributes receives a s in their names, synchronized ones an y.

If you want to jump from an attribute to the previous/next nearest in 
source, use the shortcuts Ctrl+Alt+Up / Down.

Illustration 6: New source file wizard

Illustration 7: The syntax tree
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If the source is not parsable, the parser error appears on the top of the syntax tree, a click on it jumps to 
the current error position in the source. A right click shows the exact parser message, allowing eventually 
a deeper analysis of the problem. Parser errors caused by unbalanced braces are sometimes difficult to 
locate. The parser says “EOF encountered”, and points to the end position of the source but the error may 
be an erroneous opening brace { somewhere else. Commenting/uncommenting source parts (Ctrl+Shift
+C and Ctrl+Alt+Shift+C) may help. 

When a new source file is selected, the cached last valid parser tree is first showed to make the interface 
quick and responsive. On edits and scroll events, the syntax highlighter is updated and the source is newly 
parsed, after the next amount of 500ms of inactivity.

A popup menu for fields allow to create getters and setters for the clicked field. For example, on a field 
“double value”, you'll generate “public void setValue(double a){ this.value= a;}” 
and “public double getValue() { return this.value; }”. The generated code is 
placed in the clipboard and can be pasted in the editor with Ctrl+V. 

The popup menu for type nodes (class, enum, interface, annotation) displays the full type name and allow 
viewing the disassembled code with javap of the corresponding class file. With this feature, you can 
discover precisely how the compiler translates your source into bytecode. (Don't waste your time with 
this!, only analyse the critical parts, that you have previously detected with HPROF).

TIP: in the editor, right clicking (activates the popup) on a word will select the corresponding field or 
method containing this word.

TIP: a click on a tree item (field, method, constructor, ...) jumps and selects the corresponding start 
position in the source.

TIP: Shift + click jumps to the end position of the clicked item.

TIP: if the tree doesn't refresh itself, you can enforce it: select another source and then reselect the 
original source file.

TIP: the menu function “menu / liberate resources” deletes the cached parser trees. It is useful to liberate 
some memory. Right-clicking on the JVM/APP label in the upper right part of the IDE allows to call the 
garbage collector.
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3.3 The editor

3.3.1 Basics
The editor has a simple syntax highlighting. Refreshed on content change. Keywords are red, strings 
green, comments blue. Only the visible part is colorized, on edit events and scroll events, the colorization 
is updated. The syntax highlighting is lazy and sometimes don't start automatically, you can enforce it 
manually using the mouse scroll button.

The syntax highlighting is completely independent from the parser. The reason is that during edition, the 
parser often fails to succeed due to temporar syntax errors (when you type “{“, you create a temporary 
invalid syntax with a missing closing brace “}”). The simple highlighter working with a simple tokenizer 
will almost succeed, even on invalid code fragments and is much quicker than one based on a parser.

Undo / Redo functions are called with Ctrl+Z and Ctrl+R. Each file has its own bufer.

Copy and Paste are invoked with Ctrl+C and Ctrl+V. The popup menu offers a paste history of previous 
clipboard contents. tIDE listens to the system clipboard and collects the text flavored contents.

The editor search function is accessed with Ctrl+F. A small search navigator bar appears on the bottom 
of the editor.

Global search is called with Ctrl+G. Search limited to a tree branch is accessed from the sources tree 
popup menu. (look in the next chapter).

When you double-click a word, all same words in the source becomes highlighted. This is a very useful 
feature. I often double click on “private” in some class field declaration to immediately check which 
fields are not private. Also very useful when looking for some argument or local variable usage. The 
count of occurrences is visible in the search panel (made visible with Ctrl+F). The highlighting of all 
same words can also be trigerred from the popup for any text portion (double-click only allows selecting 
complete words) or using Ctrl+K.

Another very useful feature is the occurrences navigation: Alt+Up goes to the previous occurrence of the 
selected word or the word at caret. Alt+Down jumps to the next, Alt+1 to the first and Alt+9 to the last 
same word.

Illustration 8: The editor
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3.3.2 Completions
Code completion means here pertinent, context based, proposals of code fragments offered during the 
edition. In tIDE, the completion dialogs appears after “import “, “.”, “@” or  “(“ have been pressed or 
Ctrl+space or Ctrl+T or Ctrl+Shift+T. A dot without triggering completion can be inserted with Ctrl
+”.”.

Only unique character inserts triggers the completion. Pasting “JFrame.” with Ctrl+V will not offer 
completion. You must press the dot “.” yourself as a single char.

The completion is context sensitive. Based partially on the last parser result and on a small backward 
syntax parser starting from the document edition position. So, pressing “.” in a string or comment will not 
pops up the completion dialog. 

The completion is based on the locally parsed identifier chain backward from the caret position, using 
balanced (, < and [ delimiters. The last known cached valid syntax tree is used to detect local variables 
and the bytecode of the latest corresponding class files is used to populate the possible completion 
attributes. The parsed chain detail can bee seen in the editor popup (at the end, if -debug mode) for debug 
purposes. 

Parameter names are injected some seconds (or milliseconds) later in the UI. They are read in the 
bytecode using javap (reflection doesn't show them). These names are only present if compiled with “-g”. 
If not available, Javadoc is parsed for the parameter names. Before this injection, the signatures shown are 
for example “addTo(double[], double[])” and after, they receive very important semantics: 
“addTo(double[] to, double[] a)”. Of course, reading and producing good javadoc  is always the best 
information. In doubts, you can of course look at the source, present or generate (transparently) one using 
the JAD decompiler.

The completion dialogs can be quickly leaved (canceled) with the Esc key.

The first completion that we present here is the import 
dialog. It pops up after typing “import“ followed by a 
space. It lets you directly search through the full list of 
all classes and packages of your project and external 
jars and JRE classes. The JavaDoc help is displayed, if 
available (set its root  in the project settings). For your 
own classes, the JavaDoc is shown as it was generated 
previously (Ctrl+D).

Note that the imports can also be added automatically 
from the editor context menu: right click on a word 
like “JFrame”    and if it is recognized as a class and 
not already imported, a menu item offering the 
possible(s) import(s) will be present. Pressing shift 
will import the whole package (javax.swing.*). 
This feature is far more useful and quick than the completion dialog. Since I implemented it, I personally 
only generate import statements with this wizard.

The manual type insert (Ctrl+T) allow at any place in code, to insert a type (e.g. a class, interface, enum 
or annotation) from the project, including libraries. Ctrl+Shift+T displays only the project types without 
libraries. The normal completion just adds the simple name (JFrame). A button lets you insert the full 
name (javax.swing.JFrame). Another button lets you create an instance (JFrame jFrame= 
new JFrame()). Using this may makes you more productive.

The dot completion appears after a “.” insert if there is a valid identifier preceding the dot.

Pressing “Collections.” will display the static members of Collections. (Note that 

Illustration 9: The import completion dialog
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Collections MUST be already imported. If not, you can import it from the context menu when right 
clicking on Collections). tIDE will immediately pops up a list of the members (Field, Method, 
Constructor) available in the current scope. Delayed in a slow lazy thread, a background task will fetch 
the argument names in the bytecode (if compiled with “-g”), and if not present, in the javadoc. The 
completion dialog has a filter field that can be used to search any substring in the return type and name 
and arguments. In the example below [illustration 10], one filtered out the methods dealing with 
comparators, just typing “comp”.

Example: type “JFrame” and then “.” to get the available static methods and fields of class JFrame. 
Type some text to filter the methods, if needed. The filter reduce the view to the items matching the given 
text. Type “int” and you'll see only the fields and methods of “int” type. Type “get” and you'll see only 
the get methods. The two buttons on the center are small wizards to iterate or create named variables.

Click “create variable” when getFrames() is selected and the code  
“Frame[] frames = JFrame.getFrames();” will be written in the editor.

Click “iterate” when getFrames() is selected and the code 
“for(Frame it : JFrame.getFrames()) {}” will be written in the editor.

For completions of classes from your project, the classes must have been compiled. This is because the 
actual completion uses reflection to discover class members.

TIP: if no completion pops, try first to right click in the identifier (with Alt pressed), you'll see if a 
missing import is needed and you can simply add it with the item “add missing import ...”.

TIP: if no completion pops, maybe the parser tree is not up-to-date. Try to make the source syntax 
parsable, comment out the code portion, wait until there is no more syntax error, maybe change the edited 
source, reselect the source, uncomment and retry. Also try to develop the reflex of always immediately 
balancing the braces “{“ and “}”. Note that tIDE currently does not recognize some internal classes 
defined in parent classes of the edited source...

TIP: press Ctrl+”.” to insert a dot without triggering a completion (implementation detail: the KeyEvent 
is named “Period”, not “Dot”).

TIP: using Ctrl+T lets you find quickly any project or library type and lets jump to it (with the above 
button) without having to initiate a type search (Ctrl+Shift+G). This is useful when you not want to clear 

Illustration 10: The attributes completion
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the actual search results.

TIP: if you know what you're doing, you can disable the doc, simply uncheck the doc checkbox. Be 
careful, do this only if you are fluent in the considered API usage.

Ctrl+space shows you the local variables completion dialog. It contains the class members (as if you 
type “this.”) and the local variables defined here. If you press Ctrl+space after an identifier portion, like 
“JIntern”, it will also display the classes with simple name starting with that text, that is in our 
example “javax.swing.JInternalFrame”.

The arguments completion dialogs pops after pressing “(“ after a valid identifier or class instance.

For example after “new JFrame”, you'll get the dialog above [illustration 11]. The arguments 
completions are not modal, you can directly type the parameter values in the editor, the argument at the 
caret position becomes bold in the dialog. Typing “)” or Esc will close the dialog.

The @ completion dialog appears after typing “@” and has two main flavors. Within a comment /** ... 
*/ it will display some of the possible javadoc tags, including all the parameters of the following method 
in the source, for example “@param myFirstParam”. A button allow to generate in one click the insert of 
all parameters.

When @ is typed outside of a javadoc region, we are in the annotation completion. The standard 
annotations like @SuppressWarnings(“unchecked”) are offered. All annotations full type names found in 
the libraries and project are also offered. 

3.3.3 Auto replacements
Auto replacement means here a mechanism that replaces some sequence of characters with another.

Type “sysop“ in the editor and you'll get “system.out.println(“”);”. The shortcut MUST be 
typed, not pasted, and must be the last character on the edited line.

A lot of useful replacements are predefined, “nacli”, “edtlater”, “mousad”, making the edition of 
code much quicker. You can define your own replacements (menu editor/auto replacements/manage). 
Shortcuts that collides are detected automatically.

Illustration 11: Constructor completion
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3.3.4 Bookmarks
Ctrl+B shows all the defined bookmarks. From the editor popup or sources tree popup, you can add your 
own bookmarks. Use as many as you want, they are useful for notes, debugs, ...

The bookmarks are also displayed in the line panel at the corresponding line in the code.

3.3.5 Search / Jump
Ctrl+F searches the current source. A small search bar appears on the bottom of the editor. Search 
previous/next buttons are available.

The editor popup offers also search functions using the selected portion of text or the clicked word (if no 
selection exists).

The editor popup also offers several jump functions (to class, method, declaration).

The editor popup “jump to similar class” list the classes with names starting or ending with the current 
selected word (“jframe”  => “javax.swing.JFrame”).

The history buttons  and  in the left top of the editor allow to jump to the previous edited lines. A 
right click allow to see the last 20 positions (and jump to them).

Ctrl+L allow to jump to a given line number.

Ctrl+Shift+G allow to search a filename.

Ctrl+G search some text in the whole project (see Search Tab chapter for details).

Ctrl+Up/down jumps to the previous/next line with a message (compiler error/warning, tool, ...).

Ctrl+1 jumps to the first line with a message (if any) in the source.

Ctrl+9 jumps to the last line with a message (if any) in the source.

Ctrl+T  lets you search for a type and insert it or jump to it. Ctrl+shift+T restricts the search to the project 
types.

Alt + Up/down jumps to the previous/next same word as the selected one. If none selected, the word at 
caret is used for the search.

Alt + 1 jumps to the first same word as the selected one.

3.3.6 Code generation wizards
The “.” completion dialog offers iterating over arrays, and creating of named instances. Use Ctrl+”.” to 
insert a dot without triggering the completion.

The parser tree popup offers getters/setters for fields that can be pasted later with Ctrl+V.

The editor offers also getter/setters for the fields. Right click on a class name offers importing it if not 
already in the classes import list. Abstract methods can also be generated from that popup.

The code to iterate over all elements of an enumeration is also offered.

Another wizard helps you passing arguments: select some arguments from a method or a constructor, 
copy it to the clipboard with Ctrl+C, then place the caret in the bloc, and press Alt+A. This wizard is 
useful and robust if you define both arguments and member variables as final.
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3.4 The navigation tabs and run menu

The  button let you access the run actions described above: 

 Displays the history of last positions (jumps, edits). Right click on it to see the history, simply click it 
to directly jump to the previous position (Ctrl+Alt+Left). The history of edited files and the reduced 
history consisting of only the last position of each visited file are very useful when you already opened a 
lot of files and want to return to some point. 

The Line button offers a popup when clicked and allow to jump to some given line (Ctrl+L).

The current opened file and the 5 or 6 last viewed files are displayed as tabs that can directly be clicked 
Right click to access move/remove options. 

Alt+Left selects to the previous tab.

Alt+Right  selects to the previous tab.

Alt+Shift+Left moves the actual tab to the right.

Alt+Shift+Right moves to the left.

Ctrl+Shift+W closes the current tab.

TIP:  Use also the bookmarks to mark positions you want to remember, annotate as todo, ... CTRL+B 
quickly allows you to jump to them (search and browse, sort per date, ...).

3.5 The output tabs
These are the tabs on the lower right side of the main IDE frame. They contains the output streams of the 
running process and tools. Most of their contents are stored when tIDE closes.

3.5.1 Execution tab
Contains the outputs of the executed application(s). 

Each line is prepended with the name of the running mainclass, for example “myapp.Main> “.

Clicking on a line containing a valid stacktrace element will jump to the corresponding source position. 

Contents can be copied (Ctrl+C). 

Contents can be pasted from outside (Ctrl+V). This is very useful for stacktraces got from other persons 
running your application, ... If obfuscated, the stack traces have to been reconstructed, use then the 
ProGuard settings dialog, with the retrace button.

The stacktrace browser allow to parse all stacktraces in the document and browse them in a convenient 

Illustration 12: Run menu
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way, flow or call based.

A swing debug tree parser can also be called from the popup. On the running application, press Ctrl+Shift
+F1. This will dump a debug tree of the elements in the focused frame. The tree parser will show it 
graphically and warn if awt and swing components are mixed, a common source of errors.

TIP: System.out is buffered, this means that System.out.print will only be “visible” at the next flush, 
called from some System.out.println call. System.err is NOT buffered, print calls are immediately visible 
in the console. (but currently not in the tIDE execution tab, only in a java console).

3.5.2 Compiler tab
Contains the last compilation results (warnings and errors).

Use the compiler argument “-Xlint:all -Xlint:-serial” to enable some useful warnings (since 
Java5). 

The warnings and errors are also present in the messages tab.

3.5.3 Messages tab / Line panel
Collects the external tools result, compiler, JavaDoc, ... Each message is associated to one or more source 
lines. A single click shows the complete message in the lower pane. If several source lines are defined in 
that message, (for example the incomplete synchronization warnings from FindBugs), they can be clicked 
and will cause the editor to show that line. 

Double clicking an element jumps directly to the first source position found in the message.

The context menu (right-click) allow to remove messages. Use Ctrl+A to select all messages in the table 
(but click only once to focus the table, if you double click, the editor becomes focused and Ctrl+A will 
select the whole text).

Illustration 13: The messages tab
The filter function allow to quickly find the messages of a certain type or priority. The table, as every 
tIDE table is sortable. A useful column to master the eventual huge quantity of message might be the age 
of the messages. In the above illustration, we filtered all “unused code“ warnings generated by the PMD 
external tool.

The messages number may become large if you use all bug finding tools available with all detectors 
enabled. To help you navigating in this wide ocean, you can define some bug categories as relevant or 
irrelevant as you see them using the messages context menu. This is very useful, you can then browse by 
your own relevance, or remove the irrelevant messages automatically from the options menu. The 
definitions are persistent, stored in the project.
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The line panel [Illustration 14] is the panel in the left margin of the source editor. It is 
activated/deactivated from the line button in the top of the editor panel.

Illustration 14: The line panel popup
The small arrow on the top indicates that there are more messages in the upper part.

Bookmarks are also represented in the line panel. A right click on a message shows a popup with the 
message(s) description for the clicked line and some options as shown in the above illustration.

TIP: In the focused editor, Ctrl+Up and Ctrl+Down  jumps to the previous / next message in the editor. 
Ctrl+1 jumps to the first message.

The statistics button [Illustration 15] shows a short 
overview of the messages count, per tool and sorted by 
categories.

3.5.4 Tools tab
Contains some debug and overview outputs of the various tools 
(JavaDoc, Jar, PMD, FindBugs, ProGuard, AStyle, ...). 

3.5.5 Search tab
Contains the last search results. Launch the search from the trees 
popup to perform a limited scope search. 

Global search is called with Ctrl+G. Ctrl+Shift+G 
searches filenames and package names only.

TIP: the “...” button in the search dialog let you see the 
last searched texts.

TIP: from the source editor context menu, you can 
launch a global search for the selected or clicked word.

TIP: use Ctrl+T to search/insert a class name only. It's 
quicker and doesn't reset the current search results. Illustration 16: The global search dialog 

(Ctrl+G)

Illustration 15: The messages  
statistics
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Illustration 17: The search tab
Clicking on a line selects the search text in the source. For regex search results, the target search group is 
displayed. Because the focus is transferred to the editor, you can directly paste some replacement. 

3.5.6 Regex searches
Regular expressions searches (RegEx) are fully supported from the search dialog (Ctrl+G). 

Regex is a syntax describing the format of character sequences. You must learn this language if you want 
to use it. The javadoc of java.util.regex.Pattern provides good help and syntax reference. You can launch 
that help (displayed in a browser) from the search dialog help button. 

The search results are displayed in the search tab (containing the currently experimental replace function). 
For regex searches with groups, the found groups are displayed in separate columns.

Some useful regex patterns are available from the “...” button (menu) from the search dialog.

For example the regex “[^0-9a-z.,]0\d+[^.,a-z]” will find the numbers like 012, 03133, and so 
on, that are octal constants ! the instruction int a = 012; sets a to the octal value 012, that is 10 !!!

Another regex example is  “indexof\(\”.\”” that will find the calls to indexof and lastindexof with a 
single char string. These calls can be replaced with the char argument method, saving 10% CPU time. 
Don't be fascinated too much, String.indexOf(“a”) evaluates 20'000'000 times per second, and is so quick 
that it is very unlikely that replacing it with String.indexof('a') will have a measurable effect on your 
application speed. You'll better run HPROF to locate the real time consuming code fragments. 

And another example:    “for\(int .+=0; .+<.+\.((length)|(size\(\)));.+\+\+\)” 
finds some of the the old style for loops that may be replaced with the new foreach construct. Be careful, 
it's not always good to use a foreach iterator! it may cause concurrent exception violations !

Regex searches are per default single lined. You can enable multiline search when prepending the (?m) 
string to the regex as in  “(?m)/\*[\s\*]*\*/” that will find out the empty javadoc comments. 

The two special items #jn and #jsn are replaced during the search with the java name of the searched file 
(example: “java.util.Vector”) or the java simple name (example: “Vector”). 

Here are some collected useful regex search patterns:

Regex pattern Description

new\s+(String)|(Integer)|
(Double)\([^,]*?\) may be unuseful object creation (since Java5)

\.((double)|(int)|(float)|
(boolean))Value\( may be unuseful calls (since Java5)
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[^0-9a-z.,]0\\d+[^.,a-z] octal constants are dangerous, 012 is in fact the decimal value 
10

(?m)/\*\*\s*\*/ empty javadoc

(?s)/\*\*.*?*/ all javadocs

// #jsn\z autogenerated class end comments, unuseful if no inner class

/\*\*?[\s\*]*constructor\.?
[\s\*]*/ default constructor comment are unuseful

/\*\* (class)|(interface) 
#jsn\.\s*\*/ autogenerated default comments may be removed

/\*[\s\*]*\*/ empty comments may be removed

(?m)^\s*//\s*$ empty comments may be removed

([\w-$.]+)@([\w-$.]+)  mail address

http://[\w-$_\%/\.]+ http address

\w+://[\w-\\$_\%/\.]+ urls (http, file)

(\w+:)?[\/][\w-\\$_\%/\.@]+ some windows paths

#jsn\.this\W references on enclosing class

#jsn\.class\W maybe a reference on the class file

#jsn\.java\W maybe a reference on the source file

new\s+#jsn\( class that instanciates itself

(?m)^\s*\w+\.toArray\( call to collections toArray(..) ignoring return. Reference may 
differ if the passed array has the wrong length

indexof\("."\s*[,\)] String.indexOf and lastIndexOf with a single char argument is 
20% quicker as with a string of length 1

for\(int .+=0; .+<.+\.((length)|
(size\(\)));.+\+\+\) some loops may be refactored into the new foreach construct if 

no concurrent modifications

 

If you want to learn more about regex, read some book about it. Notions like greedy, reluctant, capture 
group are powerful and important.

3.5.7 tIDE tab
Contains the actual project state at startup (working time, new files, changed files, ...) and some tIDE 
specific informations.

The startup information is very useful if you're working in a team or on several locations. You'll see the 
(clickable) list of the new files, changed files and removed files, along with the time difference with the 
last known version in tide and the last modified date of the new file. 
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Loading project tide   (Opened time = 102.1 h, active time = 43.9 h, since Dec 22, 2006)

8 changed source files:

 tide.exttools.PMD.PMDLauncher: time diff = 3 days, last-modif = Mar 24 2007  17:58

 tide.exttools.PMD.RulesTree: time diff = 1.1 day, last-modif = Mar 24 2007  17:59

 tide.exttools.SVN.SVNOps: time diff = 17.8 h, last-modif = Mar 24 2007  16:17

 tide.exttools.SVN.SVNSettingsDialog: time diff = 22.1 h, last-modif = Mar 24 2007  13:15

 tide.exttools.findbugs.FindBugsMessagesReader: time diff = 4 months, last-modif = Mar 24 2007  17:58

 tide.exttools.findbugs.FindBugsSettingsDialog: time diff = 10 days, last-modif = Mar 24 2007  16:17

 tide.sources.SourcesTreeModel: time diff = 12.7 h, last-modif = Mar 24 2007  11:06

 tide.sources.SourcesTreePanel: time diff = 15.5 h, last-modif = Mar 24 2007  13:57

Publishing H:\sth\transfer\tide/tide.jar

Publishing H:\sth\transfer\tide/tide.jar.pack.gz

Publishing H:\sth\transfer\tide/tide_src.zip

The list of changes is populated at startup, for the whole project or when executing the function “Refresh 
from OS filesystem” in the sources tree popup for a project branch. And also for some SVN functions 
calls (delete, revert, update, ...).

3.5.8 Custom tab
Here you can write what you want. Use it as temporary todo list, keep important stacktraces, outputs or 
whatever you want. 

TIP: for a todo “post-it” associated with a particular source file, you'll better use the bookmarks 
framework. Just prepend “TODO “ to the bookmark text and later you'll be able to filter them in the 
bookmarks overview (Ctrl+B), and even sort them per creation date.

3.5.9 Processes tab
Lists all the running processes, including tIDE's internals, as the compiler call, the tools calls and the 
project execution(s). The internal processes are removed when finished. 

Optionally, you can also populate the other system java processes including tIDE itself and the system 
processes.

From the processes tab, you can kill the running processes and analyze them with jConsole (monitor), 
jmap (actual objects in memory), jstack (actual stacktrace), jhat (deep analysis of objects  in memory and 
references on them), ...

See below for the advanced usages.

4 Advanced usage

4.1 Manual installation and arguments
tIDE can be directly started through the JNLP link.

You can also manually download the packed file and unpack it with the unpack200 tool in the <java-
home>/jre/bin folder. So tIDE can be downloaded / updated quickly also with old 56kBit/s modems. You 
can also use my utility T-Restorizer [13] to unpack the jar (and have a full compatible zip 
packer/depacker with tree overview and compare features for Linux and Windows).
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In case of a manual start, call it with the command  (in a batch file)

“path/to/java” -Xmx256m -jar tide.jar 

In addition, you can append any combination of the following parameters: 

– “-debug” to see some internal debug information in the console ;
The debug mode can also be enabled/disabled at any time from the tIDE debug menu.

– “-enableExperimental” to enable some experimental features, not yet released. 

– “-logtab” redirects the console outputs in a tIDE tab names “log”. It lets you start tIDE without 
console with javaw instead of java. On Windows, you may write:
 start “path/to/javaw.exe” -Xmx256m -jar tide.jar -logtab -debug

– “-lowMem” will reduce memory usage to a minimum. This may only be useful for debug purposes, 
tIDE will not run nicely and development may be difficult. The libraries are not available (not even 
java.lang.String !!). But compilation and project jar creation should work nicely.

– “-openLastProj” will automatically open the last opened project. No startup dialog is shown.

– the last argument may be the valid full path or some tide project. In this case, the project is opened 
directly.

4.2 JDK installation
For windows, get the latest JDK (60MB) from sun at http://java.sun.com, and install it. Also get and 
install the documentation (60MB).

Linux (suse, redhat, ...): download the latest jdk and documentation in the self executable version and 
perform following commands in a shell:

   sudo chmod +x jdk-6u3-linux-i586.bin      ( to make it executable )

   ./jdk-6u3-linux-i586.bin           ( to execute it )

this will install jdk in the folder where the command is executed. 

For Ubuntu, use the commands (in a shell)
sudo apt-get install sun-java6-source 
sudo apt-get install sun-java6-jdk
The documentation installation needs a hack: download the JavaSE documentation and copy it 

to /tmp before calling apt-get

chown root.root /tmp/<doc file> 
sudo apt-get install sun-java6-doc 

4.3 Source and bytecode analysis

4.3.1 General 
The external tools PMD, JLint, lint4j, FindBugs, AStyle and CheckStyle can be applied on single files or 
branches from the sources tree context menu. Their options can be set in the ext tools menu and when 
applied, their abnormal outputs appears in the tools tab (greetings, errors, status). All the messages 
associated with source position are collected in the sortable and browsable messages tab table. The lines 
with messages are also marked on the left ruler of the source editor. Source containing messages have a 
small cyan disk at their icon in the sources tree. 

From the message table, you can define single bug categories as relevant/irrelevant. Optionally, the 

http://java.sun.com/
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irrelevant messages may be manually or automatically removed from the table.

Warning: the bug finding tools can be very useful to find real problems but are often producing a lot of 
false positive warnings. Experimenting with these tools is necessary to find and understand their useful 
messages. Each  project may have other relevant message categories.

TIP: Ctrl+Up/Down jumps to the previous/next message in the same source file. 

TIP: Sort the messages with the age column to see the last ones.

TIP: Please read the JavaOne paper TS-9667 for a good introduction to FindBugs and PMD purpose and 
benefits.

4.3.2 Tint: the tIDE own code analysis
Just covers what other tools don't (at the time I need them). 

1) Detects missing @Override  (but currently not in anonymous classes, as often the case for adapter 
usages). This analysis uses the CC parser (to find the annotations, because they retention is 
“source”, they are not present in the bytecode) and the bytecode (using reflection) to climb the 
object hierarchy and search for overrides, shadowing and some other issues. 

2) Detects missing super calls when a parent method defines @OverrideMustInvoke (defined in 
Findbugs, but not found by FindBugs!). The “When” parameter is also supported. This was the 
occasion to first use the ASM bytecode library.

3) Checks for  @SubclassMustInvoke, an own creation.

4) Checks for  @Implements(“interface name”), an own creation.

4.3.3 Xlint
XLint is a checker integrated in the Java 
compiler since 1.5. It is a good practice to look 
at the compiler warnings. Enable them with 
the JVM argument (in the menu project / 
project settings ) 
    -Xlint:all -Xlint:-serial

So you'll be warned of all compiler warnings 
but the ones concerning the serialization 
issues. Ignoring them is not a problem if you 
don't use serialization as persistence 
mechanism, what is discouraged in serious 
programs because of the jvm dependence on 
serialized format! 

4.3.4 PMD (external tool)
PMD scans Java source code and looks for potential problems. It is fast and reliable. Please look at PMD 
on the net for details.

PMD, if installed and configured in the tIDE ext tools menu is fully integrated in tIDE. In the PMD 
settings dialog, you can specify which rules to apply. PMD can be set to be ran automatically at source. 
changes.

Illustration 18: The PMD settings
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From the detailed rules tree [Illustration 19], each ruleset can be browsed and selected/deselected. Single 
rules within rulesets can also be selected. Some experimentation is required to find which rules makes 
sense for your project. Too much checkers leads rapidly to several thousands of usefulness warnings. 

Illustration 19: The PMD rules selection

4.3.5 FindBugs
Operates on bytecode. It can also analyze classes when no source is available. FindBugs is much slower 
than the other analysis tools (PMD, lint4J, Xlint). It finds a lot of bugs that other tools didn't but still miss 
some found by PMD and JLint.

4.3.6 Lint4J
Lint4j ("Lint for Java") is a static Java source and bytecode code analyzer that detects locking and 
threading issues, performance and scalability problems, and checks complex contracts such as Java 
serialization by performing type, data flow, and lock graph analysis.

Lint4j was created to help software developers detect defects in Java source code.

It is a code reviewer for new code, and an early warning tool for codebases that were developed by third-
party companies or come from the open-source world. Lint4j is targeted towards developers, and helps 
finding many problems before even running the software or writing the first test case.

4.3.7 JLint
Is a simple checker (one of the first). It checks class files for common problems and potential 
optimizations. Is quick. Finds some synchronization issues and array bounds errors that other tools didn't 
find.

4.3.8 CheckStyle
Is a simple tool that may be useful to check some style conventions. Can be set to be ran automatically at 
source changes.
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4.3.9 AStyle
Is a simple formatter that rewrites the source in some standard syntax. (Only braces positions and indents 
are changed!).  

4.3.10 GSD (Google Singleton Detector)
Is a simple utility to detect various singleton pattern present in the project and displays them as a graph. 
tIDE transparently calls GSD for the whole project and then the yED graph editor. This representation 
maybe useful to analyse a project structure. GSD is opensource and may provide a basis for more 
complex analysis.

4.4 Execution analysis and debugging

4.4.1 Stacktraces browser
A nice feature of tIDE is to collect the stacktraces found in the execution tab. Call it from the execution 
tab popup. From several thousand of lines, you'll get a quick overview of the stacktraces (throwables, 
exceptions, errors). The traces can be grouped, i.e. showing the multiplicities on a branch instead of 
showing the same branch several times. One can also filter the items of the project, ignoring the rest.

Illustration 20: GSD singletons graph (partial)  for tIDE
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Illustration 21: The stacktraces browser

4.4.2 Monitoring (jConsole)
For Java5, management features on a running application are only available if the application was started 
with the runtime argument  “-Dcom.sun.management.jmxremote”. It can be pasted from the “?” 
button in the project settings (Ctrl+Shift+P).

Since Java 6, each JVM is per default “jmx enabled”.

jConsole can connect to any jmx enabled JVM (even the compiler, also being a Java process). jConsole 
can also connect to a JVM on another machine. You can launch an empty jConsole from the button in the 
Process tab or directly connect to some of the tide launched processes from the processes table popup 
menu (Illustration 22).

Illustration 22: The processes tab popup
Here's the jConsole for tIDE itself
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Illustration 23: The jConsole tool
The other jConsole tabs allow you to see the stack traces of the actual threads, where they are blocking or 
deadlocks. You can also interact with the application through the MBeans, standards and any custom ones 
defined by the application.

4.4.3 HPROF Profiler
Java contains a great feature: the integrated profiler, named HPROF (not really new, it was already 
present in JDK 1.2.2). It can monitor CPU usage of methods, method calls count, object creation count 
(heap) and produces complete heap dumps. tIDE just invokes the profiler in one of the basic modii and at 
the application end, shows a tab with a browsable result overview (Illustration 25).

Illustration 24: The profile & Debug source popup menu
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Illustration 25: The profiler result tab for CPU sampling
To produce a heap dump or a HPROF result file, the application must be normally terminated, with 
system.exit(), NOT with a process kill (kill command) or tIDE's terminate process or the process 
manager (Ctrl+shift+Esc on Windows). To exit your app at some special moment, you can provide some 
debug frame in your application with the defaultCloseOperation(JFrame.EXIT_ON_CLOSE) set, or a 
small MBean method just calling system exit that you can invoke through jConsole.

4.4.4 Heap analysis (jmap, jstack, jhat)
These tools can be invoked (On java6projects)  from the processes tab popup.

jstack just produces a stacktrace of all threads of the running application in the execution tab. It's quick 
and immediate.

jmap allow to generate dumps of the running application and/or showing the actual objects in memory.

Clicking on the jmap menu in the processes popup shows quickly a tab with a table of the histogram of 
theobjects currently in the heap. From that tab, one can at any time (as long the jvm is living) look at the 
differences or look deeper with jhat.

jhat allow to see ALL objects in the memory, and browse them with your favorite browser. This is the 
main debug tool to locate memory leaks. you'll precisely see which objects are filling the mem and their 
custom member values may help to locate them in the project. 

4.4.5 Swing debug tree
Start it from the execution tab after having pressed Ctrl + Shift + F1 in a focused frame of your 
application (not in the console!). It parses the execution tab output and displays the swing tree. You'll 

Illustration 26: jMap difference analysis of a running process (last column)
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immediately see wrong mix of awt and swing components (in the title bar counts). A single awt 
component somewhere in you swing application may cause serious instabilities (flickering, mixing 
overlap, ...). With this debug feature, you can discover them easily. Even in external applications. Just 
paste the console debug tree in the execution tab (Ctrl+V).

Illustration 27: The swing debug tree

4.5 Creating the project jar file
Menu Project / Generate project Jar file, or the accelerator Ctrl+J brings the dialog to create a jar file and 
a lot of associated publication functions. Behind the scenes, a lot of work is performed, for example, 
application arguments are taken from the project settings,  pack200 compressed jars are normalized if 
signature is required, and so on...
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In order to create a valid jar file, the classes must all be up to date and therefore, a complete build is 
mandatory (F9).

4.5.1 The simple case
Compile the whole project (F9), create the Jar (Ctrl+J). Et voilà.

Illustration 29: The simple jar file creation dialog

4.5.2 Signing the code
The jar file can be signed during creation. Allowing unrestricted access for applets and applications 
deployed with WebStart. From the jar creation dialog, you can create your own keypair or sign another jar 
file with a given keypair.

4.5.3 Creating a JNLP launcher
If checked, a dialog will pops up to let you enter some data about your application. The jnlp file is then 
automatically generated. It must be only generated once. 

Be careful if changing entries in the jnlp file, WebStart caches the jnlp and icons and shows often strange 

Illustration 28: Jar file creation settings with ProGuard 
activated
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behavior. Downloads through WebStart looks also sometimes strange, letting your users starting old 
versions... For this reason, I created my own update feature in tIDE, not relying on WebStart.

4.5.4 Uploading to an FTP site
If “publish” is selected, the jar destination directory will be published to some folder (local or network) or 
to some authenticated ftp site (with username and password). You can select the files to  upload, from the 
list of the files. The age may be very useful to decide if a file has to be uploaded or not. 

4.6 Shrinking / Optimizing / Obfuscating jar with ProGuard
ProGuard is an external tool, download it from http://proguard.sourceforge.net/.

ProGuard is a free Java class file shrinker, optimizer, and obfuscator. It can detect and remove unused 
classes, fields, methods, and attributes. It can then optimize bytecode and remove unused instructions. 
Finally, it can rename the remaining classes, fields, and methods using short meaningless names. The 
resulting jars are smaller and harder to reverse-engineer. 

When installed and configured from the ext-tools menu, it is supported in tIDE 's project jar file creation 
(Ctrl+J). 

Remark: PMD, FindBugs and other tools also detects unused code, but ProGuard is completely 
automatic and runs on the produced application jar.

Here are the results of ProGuard and pack200 process on the tide.jar itself.

ProGuard shrinking of the unsigned tide.jar:

  Before:       jar file length = 1674279 bytes A 1.7MB file 

  After:        jar file length = 1139560 bytes

Pack200 results on the shrinked jar:

  Before:       jar file length = 1139560 bytes

  After:        jar file length =   272830 bytes tide is fully contained in less than 300kB !

Illustration 30: The project export dialog

http://proguard.sourceforge.net/
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Illustration 31: ProGuard settings dialog in the external  
tools menu

In the ProGuard settings dialog, you specify which operations will be performed (shrink and/or optimize 
an/or obfuscate) and specify the path to the proguard.jar application. The map file will be created when 
obfuscating and is required to retrace obfuscated stacktraces (the ones you receive per mail).

The button “Arguments and classes to keep” let you specify ProGuard arguments and which classes 
should be kept (not obfuscated) [Illustration 32]. Depending on the application type (library, standalone 
app, applet, midlet, ...) different important flags and keep arguments have to be set. Here are for example 
the arguments to shrink/optimize and obfuscate tide itself:
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-dontskipnonpubliclibraryclasses

-overloadaggressively

-defaultpackage ''

-allowaccessmodification

-keepattributes LineNumberTable,Signature,SourceFile

-keepclasseswithmembers class $mainclass {

    public static void main(java.lang.String[]);

}

#keep the replacer that is launched from tIDE updater

-keepclasseswithmembers class TideJarReplacer {

    public static void main(java.lang.String[]);

}

-keep class TideJarReplacer*  # also the inner classes!!

-keep class tide.exttools.PMD.PMDLauncher   # because of the xml resource

-keep class tide.jmx.**

-keep class * extends javax.swing.plaf.ComponentUI {

   public static javax.swing.plaf.ComponentUI createUI(javax.swing.JComponent);

}

-keepclassmembers class * extends java.lang.Enum {

    public static **[] values();

    public static ** valueOf(java.lang.String);

}

 

Obfuscation is not only nice to avoid reverse engineering but also cause an important size reduction of the 
jar file without changing the runtime behavior (if correctly configured). This is the case for tIDE.

Look at the ProGuard manual and examples, these are of excellent quality and must be read before 
creating real-life obfuscated applications. 

Illustration 32: ProGuard arguments from the settings dialog
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4.7 Decompilation with JAD
Clicking on a class file will display the corresponding source, if found in src.jar or src.zip in the java 
home folder. If not found, the disassembled (decompiled) code using javap is displayed. If the external 
JAD decompiler is provided, it is used to decompile the class files into a virtual source (not always valid, 
due to JAD bugs, mostly misplaced labels, invalid goto statements and misplaced super() calls).

4.8 Source Version Control
tIDE has a basic experimental support of SVN. But tIDE works fine with all version management tools 
like source safe, CVS, mercurial, ... Just run these tools from outside of tIDE (after having saved the files 
with Ctrl+s) and call tide refresh function. You'll synchronize tIDE with the new project state and see 
exactly what has just changed. New files, changed files, removed files. for lock-modify-unlock source 
management tools like source safe, you'll get a good overview of the checked files in the sources tree 
colorization.

4.8.1 Subversion (external tool)
Subversion is currently “minimally” supported in tIDE. You must check out the project with SVN from 
outside. 

Illustration 33: The Subversion settings dialog
When the Subversion tool is set up correctly, a SVN submenu appears in the sources tree popup letting 
you invoke the SVN commands add/commit/update/... 

TIP: Pressing Ctrl before clicking a sources tree branch will show only the SVN menu.
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4.9 Various utilities
Let us first describe two useful features of the main menu

1) The backup feature lets you generate a project sources backup in a single click. Very useful to 
secure your code before refactorings for example. Optionally, you can also generate a backup file 
containing only the sources changed within the last month. The backups are stored in the backup 
folder, sibling of the source folder. Optionally, the backup is copied to all drives containing a root 
folder named tide_backups. This feature is extremely useful for securing backups on memory 
sticks. Just create an empty folder named tide_backups on your removable medias.

2) The shutdown system at tIDE termination shuts down the computer at tIDE termination. Of 
course, the required privileges must be granted to the user's account running tIDE. On 
windows2000, the sysinternal tool psShutdown, is required. This feature is useful for example 
when long analysis are performed, such findbugs that may take hours for big projects. In this case, 
the analysis progressbar will display a checkbox to close tIDE at termination. If checked, and 
shutdown enabled, the whole system will stop at task completion.

Let us just describe shortly some of the utilities found in tide help menu:

3) UnicodeExplorer let you explore the unicode characters. Asks to downloads the unicode 
characters name datafile to be able to search through the names.

4) Swing UI explorer let you explore the UI keys. (as TextField.background, ...). Selected 
values getter code can be copy-pasted from the label in the bottom.

5) System properties and environment explorer let you explore these values (and set them). For 
example user.language. Selected values getter code can be copy-pasted from the label in the 
bottom. In our example: System.getProperty(“user.language”).

6) Screenshot utility let you produce quick screen shots to the clipboard or to some file (PNG, GIF, 
BMP, Jpeg, ...). Use the arrow keys withor without shift and the w and h keys when the side frame 
is focused for fine grain control.

Other external utilities of interest:

Illustration 34: The Subversion popup menu
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T-Restorizer is a zip/unzip application (from tIDE's author). It is very useful to restore (extract) zip 
archives taking in account files already on the disk. It can also generate zip archives. With T-Restorizer, 
you'll get a kind of portable lazy version management tool like SVN, you'll see which files were 
added/modified/removed, graphically. T-Restorizer can also install itself in the windows file explorer, if 
wanted, adding a popup option to compress folders and decompress archives.

5 Finally
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5.2 tIDE history
tIDE is developed with care, love and attention since summer 2005. A lot of my spare time was used to 
develop tIDE. 

I developed tIDE entirely, starting from scratch, starting with the compiler call, editor, javaCC 
integration, tools support, completion, export, JDK tools, ...

tIDE was initially developed with another IDE: Schmortopf. Since December 2005, tIDE is fully 
developed with tIDE. 

Why ? Am I crazy to develop an IDE ? why not use NetBeans, Eclipse, JBuilder ??? yep, I tried all of 
them and was not happy. These are heavy programs, needing a lot of resources, and with too much special 
features that I don't need when developing 100% Java applications. But the biggest reason is the joy of 
programming: tIDE is an exciting project, that makes me happy. 

Try tide, you'll be astonished by its simplicity and rapidity. No installation is required. A single click on 
the JNLP and the IDE is on your screen ! An import tool let you import the main settings of any existing 
Eclipse, JBuilder, NetBeans or Schmortopf project, or directly some source file.

5.3 tIDE design
Developing tIDE with tIDE was my best guide. I didn't follow any written plan, but the willing to create a 
good tool for me, with the features I need to develop Java applications. I use tide at work, several hours 
per day, that is a great  test and validation for tIDE. 

5.4 tIDE TO DO
A lot of goodies making the task of coding more easy are planed (completion wizard, ...). I try hard not to 
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implement hidden complicated settings. The compilation may be boosted on errors, avoiding recompiling 
at each new step a next generation of dependencies. A better support of inner classes is also planned. The 
dependencies detection itself should be improved to detect intermediate references in chains.

A great thing, not started yet, would be to add some support for algebraic constraints on code fragments. 
Not only design by contract, but also formal programming.

5.5 tIDE versions history
I don't record detailed history informations. I prefer use my time to ameliorate tIDE. Please always run 
the latest known version. Use the ultra quick and easy update in the help menu. 300kB download and you 
have the latest version.

An unofficial and partial change log can be found on tIDE's website root from the news RSS feed.

5.6 tIDE online

tIDE is online since fall 2005. I'm not investing much time to propagate tIDE, I released it and registered 
it in some free search engines and I'm observating its the propagation from time to time. In April 2007, I 
reseted the google analytics tracker. Illustration 35 shows the data of the 3 first days after the reset.

I added tIDE in the Heise software repository. Big surprise: during March 2007, tIDE was at place 2, 
between NetBeans and Eclipse !!  a tiny bird between an Airbus A340 and a Boeing 747 ! (you will 
probably have noticed that the ranking is based on user comments and there are only 3 of them for 
tIDE...). One from me, one from some known person and ???

Illustration 35: Google analytics overview of tide visits
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I receive a little bit feedback from everywhere around the world. There are some users in Spain, India, 
Chile, Germany, Switzerland, ... Feel free to tell me about your tIDE usage, and/or suggestions and/or bug 
report. Postcards are also welcome !

I currently use funpic.de as free provider. I found it on google and it works fine with the tide automatic 
export feature (Ctrl+E or within jar creation). One click and the jar and latest html files are transferred to 
the site per authenticated FTP connection. Great!

The only drawback is the stupid publicity popups coming to the users when they visit my page. If you 
can, disable activex and javascript when visiting the tide homepage. 

Any suggestion for a new free provider or any host offering is welcome. I currently don't want to use 
sourceforge, it seems me too complicated and I want to spend my time with programming, not doing 
some administration. Geocities is missing ftp upload, it's also not suitable for me.

Illustration 36: Java IDEs ranking on the Heise software repository
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5.7 Quick reference 
Starting tIDE: http://snowmail.sn.funpic.de/tide/tide.jnlp

Compiling changed files: F9.

Defining main class: from sources popup.

Run project: F10 or run menu or from sources popup.

The rest should be straightforward. If not, say it to me.

5.8 Shortcuts reference
Search
Ctrl+Shift+G searches for filenames.

Ctrl+G searches some text in the whole project (see Search Tab chapter for details).

Ctrl+T  lets you search for a type and insert it or jump to it. Ctrl+shift+T restricts the search to the project 
types.

Ctrl+F  depending on context (focused element), offers various search functions.

Global
Ctrl+Shift+P view/edit project settings.

Ctrl+J creates jar file.

Ctrl+E publish last created jar and files.

Ctrl+D generates JavaDoc documentation.

Ctrl+B manages bookmarks.

F10 runs the project.

F9 compiles all files.

Shift+F10 run selected file.

Shift+F9 compiles selected file (and dependencies).

Editor specific 
Ctrl+F  lets you search some text within the edited file.

Ctrl+Z undo last edit (a big undo buffer is stored for any user edited source).

Ctrl+R redo last undo.

Ctrl+L jumps to a given line number.

Ctrl+delete deletes the current line (CAUTION: is dangerous)

Ctrl+Space triggers local completion.

Ctrl+”.” insert a dot without triggering completion.

Ctrl+K highlight all same words.

http://snowmail.sn.funpic.de/tide/tide.jnlp
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Alt+Up/Down jumps to previous/next occurrence of the selection or the word at caret.

Alt+1 jumps to the first occurrence.

Ctrl+Shift+Up/Down jumps to previous/next attribute (method, field).

Ctrl+Alt+Up/Down jumps to the previous/next source sibling.

Messages 
Ctrl+Up/down jumps to the previous/next line with message (compiler error/warning, tool, ...).

Ctrl+1 jumps to the first message (if any).

Tabs
Alt+Left selects to the previous tab.

Alt+Right  selects to the previous tab.

Alt+Shift+Left moves the actual tab to the right.

Alt+Shift+Right moves to the left.

Ctrl+Shift+W closes the current tab.

Miscellaneous
Alt+A pastes assignment from a parameters list in the clipboard. Example: pastes “this.aa=aa; 
this.bb=bb” if the clipboard contains “double aa, List<JFrame> bb”.

5.9 License

5.9.1 tIDE is a free software
tIDE is free. I wrote it for the challenge of it. And for eternal fame and glory, of course. You can use it 
freely for creating your applications, commercial or not. Your code obviously remains yours after having 
been created, and its license can remain the same. 

5.9.2 tIDE itself is copyrighted
tIDE itself is copyrighted, but its distribution license provides you with some rights for modifying and 
redistributing its code and its documentation. 
More specifically, tIDE is distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public License (GPL), below, 
as published by the Free Software Fundation (FSF). In short, this means that you may freely redistribute 
the program, modified or as it is, on the condition that you make the complete source code available as 
well. If you develop a program that is linked with tIDE, the program as a whole has to be distributed at no 
charge under the GPL. 

5.9.3 The GPL license
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and 
change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your 
freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its 
users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's 
software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free 
Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License 
instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too. 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General 
Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies 
of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or 
can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free 
programs; and that you know you can do these things. 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these 
rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain 
responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it. 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you 
must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, 
receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know 
their rights. 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this 
license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software. 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone 
understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by 
someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the 
original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' 
reputations. 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid 
the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in 
effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any 
patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all. 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND 
MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by 
the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public 
License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on 
the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is 
to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with 
modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included 
without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you". 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this 
License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and 
the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the 
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true 
depends on what the Program does. 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you 
receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on 
each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the 
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other 
recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program. 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your 
option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee. 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a 
work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the 
terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions: 

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed 
the files and the date of any change. 

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part 
contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no 
charge to all third parties under the terms of this License. 

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must 
cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or 
display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there 
is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute 
the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this 
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an 
announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an 
announcement.) 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that 
work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and 

separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those 
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same 
sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the 
whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend 
to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it. 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work 
written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution 
of derivative or collective works based on the Program. 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program 
(or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium 
does not bring the other work under the scope of this License. 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in 
object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that 
you also do one of the following: 

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which 
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily 
used for software interchange; or, 

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, 
for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a 
complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under 
the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software 
interchange; or, 

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute 
corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial 
distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with 
such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.) 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making 
modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source 
code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the 
scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a 
special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally 
distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, 
and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component 
itself accompanies the executable. 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a 
designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same 
place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled 
to copy the source along with the object code. 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly 
provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or 
distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this 
License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this 
License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full 
compliance. 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, 
nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative 
works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by 
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate 
your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, 
distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it. 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the 
recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or 
modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any 
further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not 
responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License. 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any 
other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by 
court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do 
not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy 
simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, 
then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent 
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who 
receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both 
it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program. 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular 
circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is 
intended to apply in other circumstances. 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property 
right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of 
protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by 
public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range 
of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that 
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system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software 
through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice. 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of 
the rest of this License. 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by 
patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program 
under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those 
countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In 
such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License. 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General 
Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present 
version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version 
number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of 
following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published 
by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this 
License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation. 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose 
distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software 
which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software 

Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the 
two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of 
promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally. 

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO 
WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY 
APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE 
COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM 
"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR 
IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE 
ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS 
WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE 
COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN 
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY 
MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE 
LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, 
INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR 
INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS 
OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED 
BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE 
WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY 
HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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Subversion.............................................................31
swing debug tree...................................................13
Swing debug tree...................................................25
Swing UI explorer.................................................32
syntax highlighting..................................................8
system clipboard.....................................................8
system processes...................................................18
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The manual type insert............................................9
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Undo / Redo............................................................8
UnicodeExplorer...................................................32

unpack200.............................................................18
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Xlint......................................................................20
yED graph editor...................................................22
-debug....................................................................19
-enableExperimental.............................................19
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